
3 Musicians: Drums, Keyboards, and Sax/Percussionist/Vocalist, & DJ   $2250.00
Perfect for small affairs or tight budgets. For the price of a DJ you get live music AND a DJ.

4 Musicians: Add Female Singer or Guitar/Vocalist   $3000.00
Similar to the trio... just a little better.

5 Musicians: Add Female Singer and Guitar/Vocalist or add Bass and Guitar/Vocalist   $3750.00
Almost  like having the whole band. The keyboard player plays left hand bass or you get the bass player and no Female Singer.

6 Musicians: (recommended for parties over 100 guests, minimum for Saturday parties) Keyboards, Drums, Bass, 
Guitar/Vocalist, Sax/Percussionist/Vocalist, Female Vocalist   $4500.00
Our most popular configuration for clients on a budget. This band has a full rhythm section, great vocals and one horn.

7 Musicians:  Add trumpet or trombone $5250.00
For clients who like the brass but don’t want to go the full Monty. Very popular.

8 Musicians: Add trumpet and trombone $6000.00
Classic “Chicago” style horn section...Sounds GREAT!

9 Musicians: Add saxophone. $6750.00 
Highly recommended for best possible sound! If you like a big horn section, this is it!

10 Musicians: Add R&B Singer  $7500.00
If you like authentic R&B vocals, Ricky is the BEST!

11 Musicians: Add Latin percussionist  $8250.00
Our dynamic Latin percussionist will add a little spice to your party!

All packages include a pro DJ, pro sound engineer and lights. Overtime is $200.00 per musician per hour. Extra musicians 
for cocktail hour are priced at $200.00 per hour. Musicians for ceremony are $200.00 per ceremony. Italian singer available 
$750.00

Ask about our discounts for non peak times!   

People ask me, “Why are your prices so low?”

The Gforce Band is priced significantly lower that other high quality bands in the industry. How do we do it?

First, I operate out of my home office. This keeps the overhead low and my clients can enjoy the relaxed casual 
atmosphere when they come to view our video tape. We sell the band using the videos instead of doing exorbitant 
showcases. Showcases are a huge expense for the band. This cost eventually get’s passed on to you, the buyer. 

Second, I use the internet and word of mouth as our primary advertising vehicles. This is a very inexpensive way of 
getting our band in front of a large amount of clients. I find that net savvy people are more intelligent customers who can 
recognize great quality and good value.

I am absolutely committed to keeping our costs as low as possible while providing a standard of excellence that is 
unparalleled in the industry.  I offer personalized, detailed oriented service, the likes of which you can only get with 
an agency like Grillo Music.

Joe Grillo / JGMusic & Entertainment Principal

Gforce Band Rates
All prices are for a 5 hour reception; one hour being the cocktail hour.

You get 1 musician or DJ music free for the cocktail hour!  

All Packages come with FREE DJ!


